**THERMOPlastic WRONG-WAY PAVEMENT ARROWS**

**NOT** THERMOPlastic WRONG-WAY PAVEMENT ARROWS TO BE PLACED FOR AS THERMOPlastic PAVEMENT MARKING HARNESS.

**PERMANENT BARRIER WALL DELINEATORS**

**TYPE 2 DELINEATOR DETAILS**

**DELINEATOR 10' SPACING**

**PERMANENT BARRIER WALL DELINEATOR DETAIL**

**TYPICAL EXIT RAMP DELINEATOR PLACEMENT**

**WROng-WAY SIGN ASSEMBLY DETAILS**

**PERMANENT BARRIER WALL DELINEATOR DETAIL**

**RAMP INTERSECTION SIGN ASSEMBLY DETAILS**

**TYPICAL EXIT RAMP SIGN AND DELINEATOR DETAILS**

**ARKANSAS STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION**

**STANDARD DRAWING SHS-8**